**Core Tip:** This is the first study to systematically assess the effect of an additional retrograde inspection of the whole colon on adenoma detection rate compared to a second inspection in standard forward view. Our results show that both, additional inspection of the entire colon in retroflexion as well as in forward view leads to an increased adenoma detection rate with no differences between retrograde and forward inspection. Further, the majority of adenomas additionally found during second inspection in retroflexion or in forward view were located in the transverse and left-sided colon and were \> 5 mm in size. These results clearly suggest that increased adenoma detection is most likely a feature of the second inspection itself but not of the inspection mode.

INTRODUCTION
============

The adenoma detection rate (ADR), defined as the percentage of individuals undergoing screening colonoscopy in which at least one adenoma is found, is inversely associated with the incidence in interval colorectal cancers (CRC). In this regard, it has been shown that a 1% increase of the ADR results in a decrease of interval CRC incidence by 3%\[[@B1]\]. Further, as shown in prospective long-term follow-up studies, removal of adenomatous polyps during colonoscopy reduces the incidence and mortality of CRC\[[@B2],[@B3]\] and large cohort studies have shown that the CRC mortality can be reduced up to 70% by screening colonoscopy\[[@B4]\]. Based on these considerations, ADR has been implemented as a key benchmark criterion to assess quality during screening colonoscopy in clinical practice guideline across the globe\[[@B5],[@B6]\]. However, at the same time, colonic neoplasia can frequently be missed during screening colonoscopy with miss rates for adenomas reaching up to 26%, as shown in a recent meta-analysis\[[@B7]\]. Several factors are considered to attribute to these high miss rates, among them human error and blind spots as major factors. Among the various means to limit miss rates, simple modification of standard colonoscopy such as change of patients' position, appliance of abdominal compression or a second inspection of the colon in either standard forward view (SFV) or retroflected view (RFV) have shown to improve ADR\[[@B8]-[@B12]\]. The latter has been addressed by numerous studies and although it has been shown that a second inspection in SFV or RFV can significantly increase ADR, these studies have utilized second inspection predominantly in the right sided colon.

Within this study we assessed whether additional inspection of the whole colon in retroflexion compared to a second inspection in standard forward view can increase ADR.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Patients
--------

The study was approved by the local ethics committee (IRB No. 366_18B) and was performed in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. The study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov under the following ID: NCT04107376. Patients presenting for colonoscopy in the Ludwig Demling Endoscopy Center of Excellence were included in this prospective back-to-back randomized controlled trial under the following inclusion criteria: Screening or surveillance colonoscopy, colonoscopy for the work-up of abdominal pain and/or change in bowel habits. Exclusion criteria were as followed: Inflammatory bowel diseases, known polyps or referral for polypectomy, presence of coagulopathy, inadequate bowel preparation with a total Boston Bowel Preparation Score (BBPS) \< 6 or the presence of a segment with a BBPS \< 2. Patients with diagnosis of CRC during colonoscopy were also excluded. Prior to study inclusion written informed consent was obtained from all participating subjects, minors were excluded. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} provides an overview of the screened and studied patient cohort according to the 'CONSORT' statement for randomized trials\[[@B13]\].

![Flowchart of patients included in the study, presented according to the CONSORT statement. R: Randomization; RFV: Retroflected view; SFV: Standard forward view; CRC: colorectal cancer.](WJG-26-1962-g001){#F1}

Randomization and colonoscopy procedure
---------------------------------------

All patients received bowel preparation with low-volume PEG-based bowel lavage in a split dose regimen. On the day of endoscopy, patients were randomized using sealed envelopes into the following two arms (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}): (1) RFV arm: Colonoscopy was initially performed with SFV, followed by a second inspection of the whole colon in RFV; and (2) SFV arm: Colonoscopy was initially performed with SFV, followed by a second inspection of the whole colon again with SFV. Allocation was concealed using opaque envelopes until just before initiation of the procedure. To systematically assess the influence of the inspection modality on polyp and adenoma detection within the different segments of the colon, the colon was divided into the following three segments: Caecum and ascending colon, transverse colon, descending and sigmoid colon (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Every segment was first inspected with SFV followed by inspection of the same segment with either second SFV (SFV Arm) or in retroflexion (RFV arm) colonoscopy with first SFV. In the RFV arm a dedicated small bending HD colonoscope with an outer diameter of 11.6 mm (RetroView EC-34 i10T, Pentax Medical, Tokyo, Japan) while in the SFV arm, a regular HD colonoscope with an outer diameter of 13.2 mm was used (i10F2, Pentax Medical, Tokyo, Japan). Insertion time as well as withdrawal times in every segment under either SFV or RFV were recorded using a stop watch. During further cleaning of the colon, polyp assessment (morphology and size) and polyp removal, the stop watched was paused. Morphology of polyp and adenomas in each segment were assessed using the "Paris" criteria\[[@B14]\], polyp size was evaluated against an open biopsy forceps with a diameter of 7 mm. All polyps and adenomas found during colonoscopy were removed using either cold- or hot-snare polypectomy at the discretion of the endoscopist, formalin fixed in separate containers after removal and analysed by experienced gastrointestinal pathologists.

![Randomization of the included patients and inspection modes in the retroflected view and standard forward view arm. R: Randomization; RFV: Retroflected view; SFV: Standard forward view.](WJG-26-1962-g002){#F2}

![Retrograde inspection of the whole colon. A: For retrograde Inspection of the whole colon, a dedicated high definition colonoscope with an outer diameter of 11.6 mm and a bending radius allowing for \> 210° deflection was used (right: RetroView EC-34 i10T; left: standard colonoscope i10F2, both from Pentax Medical, Tokyo, Japan); B and C: Detection of a sessile adenoma behind a colonic fold in retroflexion in the transverse colon in the retroflected view arm.](WJG-26-1962-g003){#F3}

Endpoints
---------

The primary endpoint was the ADR, defined as the proportion of patients with at least one adenoma. Secondary endpoints were the polyp detection rate, the mean number of adenomas per patient, the withdrawal time and the success of complete inspection of the whole colon in retroflexion.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

All data are presented as mean, median, SD and range, as indicated in the respective figures and tables. Grouped continuous data were compared using the Mann--Whitney U-test. Intergroup and categorical comparisons were made using the *χ*^2^ and Fisher's exact tests. A two-sided *P* \< 0.05 was considered to be significant. The exact value was reported with *P* between 0.05 and 0.001, whereas *P* \< 0.001 was reported for values below it. Interobserver variability in the ADR was calculated using "Kappa" statistics. The statistics were processed using the SPSS version 19 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, United States).

RESULTS
=======

Clinical characteristics of the patient cohort
----------------------------------------------

A total of 205 patients consented to participate in the study and were randomized into the SFV arm (*n* = 104) and the RFV arm (*n* = 101). Of these, 29 patients had to be excluded due to inadequate bowel preparation (SFV arm: *n* = 10, RFV arm: *n* = 11) or the diagnosis of CRC (SFV arm: *n* = 5, RFV arm: *n* = 3) during endoscopy. Therefore, 176 patients were included in the final analysis (SFV arm: *n* = 88, RFV arm: *n* = 88). A flowchart of the patient inclusion according to the 'CONSORT' statement\[[@B13]\] is shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

Baseline demographics of the patients randomized to the SFV and RFV arm showed no statistically significant differences: As shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, in the SFV arm, 45% of patients were female (39 out of 88) with a mean age of 59.3 ± 15.1 years (range 18-86) whereas in the RFV arm, 42% of patients included for final analyses were female (37 out of 88) with a mean age of 59.9 ± 15.5 years (range 20-88). Withdrawal times showed no significant differences between the different inspection modalities in each colonic segment and in each study arm (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Patient characteristics and withdrawal times in the standard forward view and retroflected view arm

                               **SFV arm**        **RFV arm**                           
  ---------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
  Patients, *n* (m/f)          88 (39/49)         88 (37/51)                            
  Age, yr                                                                               
  mean                         59.3 ± 15.2        59.9 ± 15.6                           
  range                        18-86              20-88                                 
  Withdrawal time (min)        1^st^ SFV          2^nd^ SFV          ^1st^ RFV          2^nd^ RFV
  Cecum & ascending colon      1:51 (1:05-2:27)   1:47 (0:42-2:25)   1:53 (1:27-2:17)   1:52 (0:50-2:17)
  Transverse colon             1:46 (0:59-2:54)   1:49 (1:05-2:41)   1:50 (1:20-2:50)   1:44 (0:30-2:49)
  Descending & sigmoid colon   2:36 (1:58-4:22)   2:30 (1:00-3:41)   2:23 (1:23-2:54)   2:29 (1:31-2:59)

RFV: Retroflected view; SFV: Standard forward view.

In the RFV arm, second inspection of each colonic segment in retroflexion was possible in 86 out of 88 patients (97.7%). In one patient retroflexion in the caecum was not possible due to severe looping, in the other patient inspection of the sigmoid in retroflection was incomplete due to severe angulation. In both patients, the second examination was then performed with standard forward view.

In the RFV arm, PDR was 39.8% after the first inspection with standard forward view and increased to 46.6% after second inspection of the whole colon in retroflexion. Baseline ADR after first inspection in SFV was 35.2% in the RFV arm (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Second inspection of each colonic segment in retroflexion led to an additional detection of adenomas in six patients, which had no adenomas during first inspection with standard forward view; therefore, ADR was increased to 42% under second inspection of the colon in retroflexion (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Interobserver variability in the ADR between the six endoscopists showed substantial agreement during both, first and second withdrawal (first withdrawal: κ = 0.73, second withdrawal: κ = 0.69) in the RFV arm. Mean number of adenomas was 1.71 per patient after first inspection with standard forward view and increased to a mean of 2.38 adenomas per patient after second inspection of the colon in retroflexion in the RFV arm. Importantly, among the 35 in retroflexion additionally detected adenomas, the majority were greater than 5 mm (19/35, 54%), sessile or flat elevated (Paris Is: 18/35, 51%; Paris IIa: 15/35, 43%) and two sessile serrated adenomas (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), thereby indicating that the adenomas additionally detected in retroflexion were indeed clinically relevant lesions.

###### 

Polyp detection rates and adenoma detection rates after first and second inspection in the standard forward view and retroflected view arm

                     **SFV arm**     **RFV arm**     ***P* value**
  ------------------ --------------- --------------- ---------------
  PDR                                                
  1^st^ Inspection   33/88 = 37.5%   35/88 = 39.8%   0.870
  2^nd^ Inspection   41/88 = 46.6%   41/88 = 46.6%   1.000
  ADR                                                
  1^st^ inspection   30/88 = 34.1%   31/88 = 35.2%   1.000
  2^nd^ inspection   39/88 = 44.3%   37/88 = 42%     0.8791

RFV: Retroflected view; SFV: Standard forward view; PDR: Polyp detection rate; ADR: Adenoma detection rate.

###### 

Characteristics of the polyps detected during first and second inspection in the standard forward view and retroflected view arm

                                 **SFV arm**   **RFV arm**        
  ------------------------------ ------------- ------------- ---- ----
  Adenoma size                                                    
  \< 5 mm                        29            12            14   16
  5-10 mm                        19            16            31   17
  \> 10 mm                       7             3             8    2
  Adenoma localization                                            
  Cecum and ascending colon      18            9             21   11
  Transverse colon               11            6             9    11
  Descending and sigmoid colon   26            16            23   13
  Histology                                                       
  LGIEN                          53            27            48   33
  HGIEN                          1             2             2    0
  SSA wo dysplasia               1             1             2    2
  SSA with dysplasia             0             1             1    0
  Paris classification                                            
  Is                             21            9             28   18
  Ip                             2             1             0    0
  IIa                            28            16            18   15
  IIb                            4             5             7    2

RFV: Retroflected view; SFV: Standard forward view; LGIEN: Low grade intraepithelial neoplasia; HGIEN: High grade intraepithelial neoplasia; SSA: Sessile serrated adenoma.

In the SFV arm, PDR after first inspection in SFV was 37.5% and increased to 46.6% after second inspection of the colon again in SFV. Baseline ADR after first inspection with SFV was 34.1% in the SFV arm. Second inspection of each colonic segment in SFV led to the detection of adenomas in additional nine patients in which no adenomas had been detected during first inspection with standard forward view. Thus, second inspection with standard forward view led to an increase in ADR to 44.3% in the SFV arm (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Interobserver variability in the ADR between the six endoscopists again showed substantial agreement during both, first and second withdrawal (first withdrawal: κ = 0.75, second withdrawal: κ = 0.71) in the RFV arm.

Mean adenoma per patient rate in the SFV arm was 1.83 adenomas per patient after first inspection in SFV mode and increased to a mean of 2.20 adenomas after second inspection in SFV view. Among the 31 adenomas additionally detected during second forward inspection, the majority were greater than 5 mm (19/31, 61%), sessile or flat elevated (Paris Is: 9/31, 29%; Paris IIa: 16/31, 52%). Further, histology of additionally found lesions during second SFV inspection showed two adenomas with high-grade dysplasia and two sessile serrated adenomas, one of which exhibited dysplasia (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

DISCUSSION
==========

As summarized in a recent systematic review and meta-analysis, additional retrograde inspection of the right colon after first inspection in standard forward view is not only a safe but also effective procedure that can significantly increase ADR\[[@B15]\]. In this regard, it has been shown from a total of 3660 colonoscopies that standard colonoscopy with additional right-sided retroflexion compared to conventional colonoscopy alone, that a pooled per-adenoma miss rate of 17% is present in the right colon by not performing right colon retroflexion\[[@B15]\]. At the same time, several studies have shown that a second inspection of the right-sided colon in standard forward view can likewise increase ADR\[[@B11],[@B16]\] and the increase of ADR through a second inspection of the right sided colon with a second forward inspection has been confirmed by a recent meta-analysis\[[@B17]\].

This has led to the theory that the increase of ADR is more likely attributable to the second inspection itself and the associated increase in withdrawal time but not a function of the mode of inspection (SFV *vs* RFV) during second withdrawal. Further evidence to support this comes from another recent meta-analysis comparing the diagnostic yield of a second forward view compared with retroflexion examination for the detection of right-sided adenomas\[[@B18]\]. As shown in this report, a second forward view and retroflexed view of the right side of the colon were both associated with improvement in ADR and importantly, when the adenoma miss rate between the second forward view and retroflexion were compared, no statistically significant difference was found\[[@B18]\]. In their totality, these studies suggest that the key aspect for increasing the ADR in the right sided colon is the second inspection itself but not the mode of inspection.

However, all of the above-mentioned studies were limited to studying the effects of a second inspection only in the right-sided colon. To date, data on a potential increase of ADR through second inspection of the transverse and left-sided colon and especially the comparison of a second inspection in SFV and RFV in other segments than the right colon are completely missing to date.

To fill this gap, we set off to systematically assess the effects of a second retrograde inspection of the whole colon on ADR. In order to control for the effect of second inspection itself, we designed this as a randomized back-to-back study in which in both arms, colonoscopy was initially performed with standard forward view and followed by a second inspection of the whole colon in either retroflected view (RFV arm) or a second inspection with further standard forward view (SFV arm). As shown by the withdrawal time in the two arms, inspection times were virtually identically between the different inspection modalities in each colonic segment, thereby suggesting that inspection times were well controlled and therefore most likely do not represent a significant bias for primary outcome in the two arms of our study. Our results clearly show that both, second inspection of the colon with RFV as well as second inspection SFV leads to an increase of ADR by 7% to 10% with no significant differences between second withdrawal in RFV or SFV. Therefore, these data not only corroborate the findings from similar studies in the right colon, but also extends this to the transverse and left-sided colon. Remarkably, out of 35 (RFV) and 31 (SFV) polyps additionally detected during second inspection of the whole colon, 2/3 of lesions were located in the transverse and left-sided colon, thereby clearly showing that a second inspection also of these segments is an effective procedure to further detect a substantial number of polyps. Further, as shown by the polyp characteristics, adenomas found during second inspection in either SFV or RFV were not only diminutive or small lesions, but also clinically relevant lesions such as adenomas \> 10 mm, adenomas with advanced histology such as HGIEN or SSAs. In their totality, these data support the concept that second inspection of the whole colon in either retroflexion or standard forward view is an easy but effective procedure for increased detection of relevant pathology throughout the colon. Recently, it has been verified on the level of a meta-analysis that serum CrP levels are positively associated with advanced colorectal adenoma risk and subgroup and stratified analyses revealed a potential influence of smoking status and aspirin use on the association between CRP levels and colorectal adenoma risk\[[@B19]\]. Hence, it can be envisioned that in the future second inspection of the whole colon in either forward or retroflected view might represent an easy and effective means to increase detection of clinically relevant lesions especially in patients at risk for developing advanced adenomas as identified by Godos and co-workers\[[@B19]\].

At the same time, limitations of the current study also need to be addressed. Although the study was designed as a randomized controlled back-to-back study, with its setting at a single academic center, results might not be directly applicable to the community setting. However, this aspect might be mitigated by the fact that five different endoscopists performed colonoscopies in the current study. Nevertheless, it seems clear that larger multi-center studies are highly warranted to further corroborate our findings.

In summary, our study shows that second inspection of the whole colon leads to increased adenoma detection with additional and clinically relevant lesions found throughout the entire colon. Further, our results clearly show that re-inspection of the colon in retroflexion is not superior over a second examination in standard forward view, thereby suggesting that the increase in adenoma detection is most likely attributable to the second inspection itself and independent of the inspection mode. Hence, second inspection of the colon can be considered as an easy approach to increase ADR and effectiveness of screening or surveillance colonoscopy.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
==================

Research background
-------------------

Due to its inverse association with the incidence of interval colorectal cancer (CRC), the adenoma detection rate (ADR) serves as a key benchmark criterion for quality assessment in screening and surveillance colonoscopy worldwide. In this regard it has been shown that a 1% increase of the ADR results in a decrease of interval CRC incidence by 3%. At the same time, colonic neoplasia can frequently be missed during screening colonoscopy with miss rates for adenomas reaching up to 26% and human error as well as blind spots are considered the major factors contributing to these high miss rates.

Research motivation
-------------------

Among the various means to limit miss rates, simple modification of standard colonoscopy such as change of patients' position, appliance of abdominal compression or a second inspection of the colon in either standard forward view (SFV) or retroflected view (RFV) have shown to improve ADR. The latter has been addressed by several studies and although it has been shown that a second inspection in SFV or RFV can significantly increase ADR, these studies have utilized second inspection predominantly in the right sided colon. Within this study we therefore analyzed whether additional inspection of the whole colon in RFV can increase ADR compared to an additional inspection in SFV.

Research objectives
-------------------

In this study we aim to assess whether inspection of the whole colon in RFV compared to standard forward view SFV can increase ADR.

Research methods
----------------

To address the question whether additional retrograde inspection of the whole colon can significantly increase ADR, we designed this study as prospective randomized back-to-back trial, in which patients were randomized used sealed envelopes into the following arms: (1) RFV arm: Colonoscopy was initially performed with SFV, followed by a second inspection of the whole colon in RFV; and (2) SFV arm: Colonoscopy was initially performed with SFV, followed by a second inspection of the whole colon again with SFV. Insertion time as well as withdrawal times in every segment under either SFV or RFV were recorded using a stop watch and all polyps and adenomas found were removed using either cold- or hot-snare polypectomy.

Research results
----------------

205 patients were randomly assigned to the RFV (*n* = 101) and SFV (*n* = 104) arm. In the RFV arm, both polyp detection rate (PDR) and ADR were increased under second inspection in RFV. Likewise, in the SFV arm, PDR and ADR also increased under second inspection and importantly, no significant differences in ADR and PDR between the SFV and RFV arm were found. Consistent with this, the mean number of adenomas per patient (APP) was increased in both, the RFV and SFV (APP RFV arm: 1^st^ SFV: 1.71; 2^nd^ RFV: 2.38; APP SFV arm: 1^st^ SFV: 1.83, 2^nd^ SFV: 2.2). The majority of adenomas additionally found during second inspection in RFV or in SFV were located in the transverse and left-sided colon and were \> 5 mm in size.

Research conclusions
--------------------

Second inspection of the whole colon in either standard forward view or retroflected view leads to increased adenoma detection with no significant differences between these two inspections modalities. Hence, increased detection is most likely a feature of the second inspection itself but not of the inspection mode.

Research perspectives
---------------------

A second inspection of the colon in either standard forward view or retroflected view can be considered as an easy approach to increase ADR. Further large multi-center studies should assess whether this approach can increase effectiveness of screening or surveillance colonoscopy and reduce CRC mortality.
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